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Bidvest Noonan

Cleaning, Security and Support Services
for Rail

B

idvest Noonan has
launched a new
specialist business unit
focusing on the transport
sector in Great Britain.

security and support services.
Colin Marshall, a long-serving
member of the Cordant Services
Leadership team and a transport
sector expert, has been named
Managing Director for the new
business unit.

Bidvest Noonan substantially
increased its position in the
transport sector by acquiring
Cordant Services, a business with
an extensive client portfolio and
decades of experience supporting
the sector. Today, the company
supports many of the UK's largest
bus and rail operators and is a
market leader for cleaning,

Operating nationwide across the
UK, Bidvest Noonan estimates
that it supports over 1.5 billion
journeys annually. The services it
provides to clients in the transport
sector include cleaning, security,
shunting, refuelling, sanitising and
many more. The business aims to
cement its leadership position in
the sector and establish a strong
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platform for its continued growth
and development.
Managing Director Colin Marshall
said, "I am delighted that we
are investing in our transport
sector business, and I am
honoured to lead this business
as Managing Director. We have
built the expertise, resources and
infrastructure we need to provide
world-class value and support to
our clients."

Supporting the Public
As people go back to work and we
enter a time when travelling

• Adaptive & Agile
We know the needs of our
customers change. We are always
ready. We plan, we respond, and we
perform at pace.
• Imagination
We are not followers. We imagine
new ways of working and design
solutions that create value.

numbers continue to rise, we
recognise that the public transport
network is critical to our country.
We will continue to be there for
our customers and the public 24/7,
making the vehicles, stops, stations
& facilities across the network
operate in safe & clean working
conditions.
We continually electrostatically
spray and fog each of the thousands
of vehicles we clean ensuring they
have the maximum protection
against COVID-19. We also carry out
a range of Touch Point Cleaning
to ensure all high-traffic areas and
most commonly used surfaces, like
handrails and ticket machines, are
continuously cleaned to ensure
the safety of all passengers on the
networks we support.

Driving Innovation
Across the Industry
Due to the unique flexibility
of our industry-leading portal,
MyBidvestNoonan, we have adapted
our data capture capability to
integrate the new processes and
techniques that we now deliver in

this post-COVID world to ensure
our solutions continue to measure,
monitor and give our customers
real-time data.
We have been stepping up our
game when it comes to helping out
the environment and combatting
climate change. We have introduced
a range of measures including our
chemical-free cleaning technology
and have increased the use of
our ‘green’ chemicals; cleaning
chemicals that are much safer for
the environment.

• Social Value
We have a duty of care to our planet
and the communities we operate
in. Everything we do should be
sustainable and add value to society.
With these foundations and our
continued growth we hope to build
on our success and continue to
provide a first class service to all of
our clients and their passengers for
years to come.

The Way We Work
In everything we do we follow our
credo. It is:
• People First
Putting the wellbeing of our
colleagues at forefront of
everything we do.
• The Basics
We know doing the fundamentals
well, every time, is key to high
performance.
• Earn Trust
Being trusted is the greatest
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Find out more:
bidvestnoonan.co.uk

Cleaning Services

compliment we can receive and we
work hard, with every action, to
achieve this.

Keeping Our
Railways
Cleaner and
Safer
Bidvest Noonan supply over 55,000 hours each month to
the rail & tram sector and work with many of the largest
transport operators in the UK.
By applying award winning solutions we ensure that our client’s unique and
often demanding requirements are met day after day. We are committed to
providing the best possible passenger experience and delighting our
customers.
Our Cleaning Services Include

Our Security Services Include

Periodic Heavy Cleans (PHC)

Revenue Protection

Turnaround Cleans

Personal Track Safety (PTS)

Sanitisation & Disinfection

Specialist Rail Crowd Control

Exterior Vehicle Cleaning

Gateline Operatives

Depot & Premises Cleaning

Suicide Prevention

In Service Cleaning

Train Despatch

Specialist Cleaning

Enforcement

To find out more please contact:
Stuart Cunningham: 07973 634563
Deborah Mills-Burns: 07923 238091

bidvestnoonan.co.uk

